During the normal course of the year we take photographs of children as part of school life, as part of special days for school events, publicity purposes and occasionally for staff presentations. Photographs/images of children/artwork/writing are often used for school displays, on newsletters, for school generated publicity and television and newspaper reports and the SHPS website. Please note – no names will be published on the web.

This consent will be effective for the duration of your child’s/children’s enrolment here at Specimen Hill P.S.

I understand however that the internet is an unrestricted public access medium, and will therefore NOT hold Specimen Hill P.S. (or its agents, or Victoria’s DE&T) responsible for the possible misuse by third parties of any content – including photographs of my children placed upon the schools web site in good faith.

**WEB CONSENT FORM**

In accordance with the guidelines outlined in Specimen Hill Primary School’s Privacy Policy adopted in March 2002,

Name of Child:  

________________________  | I Do give consent  

| Artwork / Writing | Photo’s | use of internet |

Name of Child:  

________________________  | I Do give consent  

| Artwork / Writing | Photo’s | use of internet |

Name of Child:  

________________________  | I Do give consent  

| Artwork / Writing | Photo’s | use of internet |

Name of Child:  

________________________  | I Do give consent  

| Artwork / Writing | Photo’s | use of internet |

**OTHER COMMENTS / REQUESTS**

Signed:  

________________________  

Date:  

________________________